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Distinctive INSIGHT OVERVIEW of the Daf 
1) Honoring Shabbos (cont.) 

R’ Acha bar Abba in the name of R’ Yochanan produces a 

Biblical source that indicates the appropriateness of changing one’s 

clothing based on the task they are about to perform. 
 

2) Torah scholars  

Numerous sources and statements are quoted that relate to the 

prohibition for Torah scholars to dress in an undignified manner. 

Different criteria by which to identify Torah scholars are enu-

merated. 

As an aside, the Gemara discusses the garments of bathhouse 

attendants. 
 

3) Clarifying the dispute between R’ Yishmael and R’ Akiva 

A Baraisa is cited which relates the source of the dispute be-

tween R’ Yishmael and R’ Akiva regarding offering the fats of a 

Shabbos korbon on a Motzei Shabbos that is Yom Tov or Yom 

Kippur. 

The Gemara explains that according to R’ Yishmael voluntary 

offerings may be brought on Yom Tov and the pasuk cited is to 

teach that the fats of a Shabbos korbon may be brought even on 

Yom Kippur.  R’ Akiva, on the other hand, holds that voluntary 

offerings may not be brought on Yom Tov and the pasuk is needed 

to teach that the fats from the Shabbos korbon may be brought on 

Yom Tov. 

R’ Zeira states: Originally I assumed that the Baraisa which 

states that when Yon Kippur falls on Friday they did not blow the 

shofar to indicate the arrival of Shabbos was a position held by 

both R’ Yishmael and R’ Akiva.  In Eretz Yisroel, they suggested 

that the Baraisa only reflects the opinion of R’ Akiva which I refut-

ed. 

The Gemara suggests that the shofar should in fact be blown 

on Yom Kippur that falls on Friday to inform people that trim-

ming vegetables is only permissible in the afternoon of Yom Kip-

pur and not on Shabbos. 

R’ Yosef answers: We do not set aside a rabbinic prohibition 

to notify people of the permissibility of a particular act. 

R’ Shisha the son of R’ Idi suggests an alternative answer but it 

is refuted. 
 

4) Trimming vegetables when Yom Kippur falls on Shabbos 

It is quoted in the name of R’ Huna that when Yom Kippur 

falls on Shabbos it is prohibited to trim vegetables in the after-

noon.  A Baraisa seemingly concurs with this position. 

In the name of R’ Yochanan it is said that one may trim vege-

tables when Yom Kippur falls on Shabbos and the earlier cited 

Baraisa is not a refutation.   

Suiting Up for Shabbos 
 מיו לשיוי בגדים מן התורה וכו' 

T he verse from Yeshaya 58:13 was already expounded to teach, 

among other things, that one’s Shabbos clothes should not be like 

one’s weekday garments (113a). Nevertheless, Rabbi Yochanan is 

quoted trying to show that this concept is indicated not only from 

a verse the prophets, but that it is also rooted in the Torah as well.  

Ben Ish Chai explains that based upon this verse from the Torah, 

there is a practical difference which can be derived regarding the 

need to wear special clothing on Shabbos.   

If a person would have only enough money to either purchase 

wine for Kiddush or to acquire special clothing for Shabbos, which 

one of these two should be given priority?  Although the obligation 

to recite Kiddush is a Torah precept, doing so while holding a cup 

of wine in one’s hand is only a rabbinic law, although it is associat-

ed with a verse for its source (אסמכתא). Now, if the lesson of Rav 

Yochanan would be substantiated, it would mean that the rule to 

wear special clothing on Shabbos would be based upon two verses, 

the one in Yeshaya and that one from Vayikra. The obligation to 

recite Kiddush while holding a cup of wine is only based upon one 

verse, that of זכור את יום השבת לקדשו. The priority would 

therefore be to buy new clothes for Shabbos, and to recite Kiddush 

over bread instead of wine. 

Furthermore, there is another reason why Rav Yochanan cites 

a second verse, although we already have a verse from Yeshaya 

which teaches the rule of wearing different clothes for Shabbos.  If 

we only had the verse from Yeshaya, we might have thought that 

merely changing one’s clothing is not adequate, and the fulfillment 

of this precept would require that we wear better clothes on Shab-

bos than we do during the week. Rav Yochanan comes and teaches 

that this law parallels the procedure of the kohen, who wore a dif-

ferent set of clothes for taking out the ashes than he did for the 

actual service.  Both sets were the same quality, but it was still bet-

ter to change into a clean and fresh set for the service.  So, too, on 

Shabbos, it is necessary to change into clean and fresh clothes for 

Shabbos,  even if the second set is the same quality as the first. 

 REVIEW and Remember 
1. Why must a Torah scholar exercise caution with his clothing? 

2. What is the level of scholarship required for one to be appoint-

ed leader over the community? 

3. What is a defining characteristic of kohanim? 

4. What activity is permitted on Yom Kippur that is prohibited on 

Shabbos? 



Number 176— ד“שבת קי  

 May a man use a mirror to evaluate his appearance? 
ואמר רבי חייא בר אבא אמר רבי יוחן: כל תלמיד חכם שמצא רבב על בגדו  

 חייב מיתה.

And Rebbi Chiya bar Abba said in the name of Rebbi Yochanan: Any Torah 

scholar upon whose garment a grease stain is to be found is liable the penalty 

of death by the hand of Heaven.  

R av Moshe Feinstein1 was asked whether it was permitted to in-

gest a pill whose effect was to return a person’s hair to its original col-

or. A person who already had whitening hair could ingest the pill and 

have his hair return to its previous color. Does this constitute a prohi-

bition of a man not emulating the ways of a woman (לא תלבש) or not? 

Rav Feinstein responded by analyzing the very essence of the interdic-

tion of a man acting in a woman-like fashion. Is the prohibition the 

actual deed itself, namely acting as a woman would act, or was the for-

biddance defined by the outcome of the act, that he is now ornament-

ed or dressed as a woman? A practical outcome of this analysis would 

be the allowability of the hair color-changing pill. If the essential fac-

tor of the prohibition is the act itself, than ingesting a pill is not to be 

considered a woman-like act. However, if the core issue is the outcome 

of the act, than indeed the consequence of the ingestion of the pill is 

to “color” the hair, a woman-like act. Rav Feinstein derives from 

sources that in fact the prohibition is characterized by the outcome of 

the action, which is that now the individual is adorned or dressed in a 

woman-like fashion. 

In a later responsum2, Rav Feinstein responded to a challenge to 

this conclusion. A man is proscribed from looking at a mirror3 to as-

sess his appearance since it is a woman-like act. There the prohibition 

is to merely look at himself in the mirror, even though there is no 

outcome of adornment, but merely an assessment of one,s presentabil-

ity. Thus, the prohibition is the woman-like act, not the outcome. Rav 

Feinstein countered that in his estimation it was difficult to propose 

that the act of looking at one’s reflection in the mirror alone would be 

considered an act of adornment, because in the act of looking into the 

mirror alone there is no adornment. Rav Feinstein suggests that the 

use of the mirror in itself indicates that the person is concerned with 

their appearance that it should be the best possible. This is an act of 

prettification which women commend. Therefore, the act of using the 

mirror alone, which is the evaluation of ones body and garments if 

they appear as best as they could, exemplifies the woman as being at-

tractive and properly ornamented. The more a woman uses the mir-

ror, the more her attractiveness improves. Indeed, women are praised 

by how long they stand in front of the mirror. Therefore, it is forbid-

den for a man to use a mirror, even if his intent be for a cursory check 

to see if his presentation is lacking in any way, because the very act of 

using a mirror denotes an interest in being very particular about ones 

appearance, which is a woman-like act. Consequently, using a mirror 

alone is considered an act of woman-like adornment, although there is 

no actual woman-like dressing and/or true ornamentation. This is the 

novelty of the prohibition for a man to use a mirror, which sets it 

apart from the other woman-like acts, because it does not involve any 

authentic woman-like beautification. 

Based upon this study, Rav Feinstein finds the forbiddance for a 

man to use a mirror to be completely compatible with his previously 

presented premise. A man cannot dress and/or perform a woman-like 

act because of the result that he is dressed or adorned as a woman; 

similarly a man is proscribed from using a mirror because the out-

come is that one conveys a woman-like particularity with ones appear-

ance. 

Rav Feinstein notes that scholars must be particular that their 

garments be respectable and clean, as indeed is clear from our passage 

and others4. Yet, one must distinguish between pronounced particu-

larity in the attractiveness of ones appearance, which is a woman-like 

act, and a respectable presentation, which is essential human dignity, 

which does not require the use of a mirror, because the use of a mir-

ror would denote a woman-like emphasis an appearance. [It should be 

noted that Poskim5 discuss the permissibility of a man using a mirror 

in present times.] 
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What Defines a Chacham? 
ואמר רבי יוחן: איזהו תלמיד חכם שממין אותו  

זה ששואלין אותו דבר הלכה בכל   –פרס על הציבור  
 מקום ואומר, ואפילו במסכת כלה

R ashi explains that a person who is familiar 

with Massechta Kallah must be an exceptional 

scholar, because most people do not study it.  

Accordingly, such a person is certainly quali-

fied to serve as a leader of the community.  

Tosafos notes that Rashi himself interprets this 

in a different manner.  When a person propos-

es kiddushin to a woman on the condition that 

he is a talmid chacham, the kiddushin is valid 

even if he has only studied Massechta Kallah.  

Rashi explains that it is an easy massechta, but, 

nevertheless, this is adequate for him to be 

qualified as a talmid chacham.  R”i clarifies 

that Massechta Kallah is a collection of insights 

about the festivals.  If a person is proficient in 

this area, he can serve as a leader in his com-

munity.  In this context, when our Gemara says 

“he must be able to answer questions in what-

ever area we ask”, it means that he can answer 

questions in any topic within this massechta. 

The Chazon Ish qualifies the guideline of 

the Gemara about what defines a person as a 

talmid chacham.  When the Gemara says that 

he must be able to answer questions in any 

area in which he is asked, it does not mean 

that he has to have the answer at the tip of his 

tongue.  Rather, it simply means that he has to 

be capable of finding the answer and coming to 

proper conclusions with his research by analyz-

ing the Gemara and the Shulchan Aruch with 

its commentaries. 

The Chazon Ish justified the curriculum 

which is followed in the yeshivos with this ex-

planation.  The young men are trained to ana-

lyze and understand the issues involved in the 

various topics.  The method of study thus pre-

pares them to sharpen their intellect, and to 

develop their listening and communication 

skills.  Finally, they become expert in compar-

ing related issues and making correct correla-

tions and arriving at accurate conclusions.  

These are the hallmarks of the true talmid 

chacham. 
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